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MODULE 1.
HEALTH, SAFETY AND SERVICE
TRENDS IN
COMMUNITY-BASED TOURISM
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Introduction
Health, Safety and Service are critical facets in
the delivery of tourism products, and
Community-Based Tourism (CBT) experiences.
The need for updated standards and protocols
have become even more important since the
onset of the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic.
The objective of this chapter is to provide
guidelines and recommendations on Health,
Safety and Service Standards and Guidelines
adapted and tailored to meet the needs and
further guide the safe delivery of CBT Products,
Services and Experiences for CBT Enterprises
and Micro, Small and Medium Tourism
Enterprises (MSMEs) in the Caribbean.
The chapter will focus on policies, strategies
and good practices that contribute to providing
a safe service, supports tourism sector
resilience and recovery, to advance decent
work and sustainable livelihoods in the sector.
The chapter will illustrate approaches, which
inspire and encourage CBT attractions to meet
the highest standards for service quality, while
also providing visitors with an authentic
experience in a healthy and safe environment.

Best practices for health and safety protocols,
espoused by relevant global, regional and local
agencies will be explored.
Consideration will also be given to the survey
and research fundings garnered from CBT
businesses/ tourism MSMEs to mitigate the
challenges and optimize new opportunities
that have emerged in the wake of the
pandemic.
The Chapter culminates with an assessment of
the variables of Health, Safety and Service
Standards for CBTs with guidelines and
instructions on how to improve the
effectiveness of CBT operations through
community empowerment, with a focus on
enhancing the competencies of community
members.
There are global, regional and national health
crises that may impact travel and tourism, and
this resource is targeted to CBT Enterprises,
Communities and Tourism Organizations in
the Caribbean to work more effectively within
their countries and their communities, to
meet the highest standards for health, safety
and service quality.
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1. HEALTH, SAFETY AND SERVICE TRENDS IN COMMUNITY-BASED TOURISM
1.1 Global Trends Impacting Tourism and CBT
Caribbean tourism is still reeling from what is arguably its most challenging period due to the onset of
the Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) Pandemic. It is well-known that the pandemic severely impacted
employment in all tourism sectors.

According to the International Labour Organization (ILO),
Travel & Tourism accounts for

1 in 10 jobs
worldwide
Particularly for women, young people and migrant workers.

62 million jobs in
Tourism were lost
Worldwide

2.8 million jobs in
Tourism in the
CARIBBEAN

With the onset of the pandemic, the world has been grappling with the following:

Closure of borders for varying lengths of time,
Varying health and safety protocols,
High levels of infection,
Hybrid COVID-19 viruses
Vaccinations

Business Closures and Vast Unemployment
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A CALL TO ACTION was coordinated by the International Labour Organization at their Conference in
June 2021. This was accepted by 181 countries, recognising the importance of the tourism sector, to
aid in organizing an urgent action plan for its speedy recovery. At the conference, the ILO identified
the following as immediate concerns:
●
●
●

Impact on occupational Health and Safety at work
Need for social protection policies that prioritize the creation of decent work for all and
address inequalities
Efficient Health and Safety Management Systems

As we consider the above concerns, the accelerated impact of digitalisation, has also resulted in an
increase demand for new skills. The world is now gradually reopening to tourism again, but there
continues to be a high level of uncertainty, which is compounded by low visitor confidence due to
varying health and safety protocols across countries and the region.
Every country has had to adapt its border entries and make clear plans on how to balance the economy
whilst welcoming back visitors and still trying to protect its citizens. To date, countries have moved
from stringent guidelines and protocols when the pandemic was at its height to now lessening health
and safety standards, owing to the acceptance that this virus and its many forms, may be with us for
some time to come.
The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and the World Travel and Tourism Council
(WTTC) indicated that the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, ranged between a 60-80% decline in
the international tourism economy in 2020, projecting that it may be up to three years before
international tourism is fully restored. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), further reported that demand-side recovery will take some time, given the interlinked
consequences of the economic and health crises, adding that consumer confidence and travel
behaviours will severely impact the tourism industry the longer the pandemic continues. By all
accounts, the crisis is expected to have a permanent impact on consumer behaviour, increasing the
emphasis on health and hygiene, accelerating the move to online transactions, and the demand for
contactless tourism experiences and cashless payment methods (OECD, 2020).
The Caribbean whilst in the throes of COVID-19, was respected as being one of the safest regions in
the world. Caribbean islands have also developed innovative travel and incentive programs including
visas for remote workers (digital nomads), intra-regional travel bubbles and safe corridors, domestic
tourism packages, and the development of health and wellness products, ALL aimed at restoring
visitor confidence and competitiveness in the tourism market-place.
The new normal in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, calls for creative thinking and collaboration
on how tourism will function in the future. It requires innovation and investment to support product
diversification and enhancement, and consensus to develop and implement strategies to instil both
local community and visitor confidence. More importantly, is the opportunity to generate more
tangible and direct local benefits from tourism, including for rural and indigenous communities, micro
and small enterprises, and sole entrepreneurs, which predominate the regional tourism sector. The
thrust towards tourism resilience and sustainability must also be supported by robust toolkits and
resources for capacity building. This Chapter is presented as a resource handbook to assist in
addressing these needs and contribute to tourism’s role as an engine for social and economic growth.
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1.2 How Did COVID-19 Impact Travel & Tourism?

Safety has always been a top priority when it comes to travel. Even more so now since the impact of
COVID-19. The main consumer shift is that of the heighten awareness of health, safety, and security
standards which defines the ‘new normal’ in travel, tourism and hospitality service. However, guests
do not always adhere to the rules and sometimes staff do not always implement them.
COVID-19 brought an unprecedented change to Caribbean Tourism and during that period, the region
experienced many limitations.

Regional Best-Practice Interventions
The COVID-19 Caribbean Tourism Task Force was established to coordinate the Caribbean’s tourism
readiness and response efforts. It facilitated the region to engage in information sharing, to jointly
developed response protocols and reopening guidelines, coordinated training and knowledge
exchange forums, and the development of information platforms.
The task force comprised the following Caribbean agencies:
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The travel policy guidelines and checklists featured in each
Caribbean country were developed to cover most aspects
of the tourism sector. It initially addressed the core
protocols required within four key tourism sub-sectors –
●

Ground Transportation,

●

Accommodation,

●

Food and Beverage Operations and

●

Sites and Attractions

These policies offered services and information at critical
points of the visitor experience at a destination, from the
moment a visitor arrives to the moment they leave.
These policies have continued to evolve over time and
remain fluid as the region continues to monitor public health recommendations from CARPHA and
other regional and global agencies.

International Best Practise - Global Safety Stamp to Recognise Safe Travels Protocols
The World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) launched a specially
designed stamp, which allows travellers to recognize governments
and companies around the world that have adopted the SafeTravels
health and hygiene global standards – so consumers can experience
‘Safe Travels’.
Eligible companies across the tourism value chain, such as hotels,
restaurants, airlines, cruise lines, tour operators, attractions, car
rentals, shops, taxis and airports, are able to use the stamp once the
health and hygiene protocols, outlined by WTTC, have been
observed.
WTTC’s Safe & Seamless Traveller Journey (SSTJ) programme
evolved to include initiatives such as COVID-19 testing, digital health
passes for travel and risk-based frameworks for safe international
mobility. WTTC has now partnered with the Institution of
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH) to release several guides for the Travel & Tourism sector to
resume work safely.
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National Best-Practise Interventions
In the wake of COVID-19, the direct link between the spread of the virus, and the movement of people
resulted in closure of tourism activities and business across all countries. Unlike with most other
disasters, that globally, regionally and nationally inter-connected the tourism economy faced in recent
times, the impact was unprecedented because of the global scale, the abrupt and stringent
containment measures, which had to be enforced, and the lack of certainty surrounding possible
return to ‘normalcy’ pre-COVID. Travel and tourism was particularly hard hit because of border
closures, country lock downs and disease containment measures worldwide. International aviation
was brought to a virtual standstill.
It is important to note that destinations and businesses across the globe, either developed and/or
adopted various protocols and programmes to accommodate travellers and/or incentivize tourism
activity, in response to the pandemic.
These included home isolation and quarantine centres, systems for contact tracing, travel bubbles
and safe corridors, digital visas and remote work programmes. Many businesses also introduced
staycation packages targeted to the domestic and regional market. As it relates to personal health
and safety, masks, temperature testing, sanitising and social distancing mandates were introduced,
as well as drive thru’s and self-administered kits for COVID testing.
These measures were meant to support tourism recovery, while adhering to best practices for disease
containment, to ensure the ‘safety’ of residents and visitors alike. Currently, most borders require
proof of vaccinations, and alternately a PCR (polymerase chain reaction) test or Antigen test is
sufficient to prove you are virus free and safe to travel.

What Measures were
introduced in your
Country or Business
to facilitate Travel
and Tourism?
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1.3 Community-Based Tourism in the Caribbean
Tourism is one of the Caribbean’s major
economic sectors. CBT is seen as a unique
opportunity to bridge the social and economic
gap and support growth for rural communities.
Through CBT, communities can seek to generate
additional income in their daily activities,
utilizing their cultural, natural and local
resources. CBT sites and attractions also provide
memorable leisure experiences particularly in
the Caribbean, which is typically known for its
inherent natural, heritage and cultural value and
beauty.
Given its significance to social and economic
growth, there have been an upsurge in local CBT
activities, with CBT entrepreneurs and MSMEs,
creating more tourism experiences, to further
enhance the tourism product and build
sustainable tourism activities.

“Community-Based
Tourism
provides the opportunity for
tourists to have authentic
experiences while ensuring that
MSMEs are also beneficiaries
and guardians of well-developed
tourism
strategies,
which
embraces the unique cultural
heritage of the region.”
Valerie Cliff
Resident Representative
UNDP Barbados and the Eastern Caribbean

International Best Practice – Air BnB

Airbnb Experiences
Airbnb experiences are one-of-a-kind activities
designed and hosted by locals. This is a special
feature of Airbnb that allows persons to host
and promote in-person or online activities
including tours, events, gastronomy experiences
etc. To offer an experience, hosts need to apply
to join the program.
Anyone can apply to host an Airbnb Experience
via the link: airbnb.com/host/experiences.
Airbnb will review the application and indicate
whether the application has been approved.
There is a small fee for this service and the wait
time for approval is approximately two weeks.

Airbnb Experiences are helping entrepreneurs and MSMEs to provide meaningful add-ons to their
attraction, whilst making every experience unique. Airbnb has also created a set of COVID-19 safety
and hygiene practices for Hosts and Guests. What do Airbnb experiences have in common?

“They are usually entirely community-owned and managed,
and the presentation has a distinct quality.”
13
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Community-Based Tourism is essentially a
collection of businesses that sell a variety of
goods and services to visitors.
CBT development not only supports
community initiatives but allows direct tourist
dollars to flow into and stay in local
communities.
CBT experiences within a destination entail a
myriad of different activities. These can
include:







Environmental and natural resources
Tours of heritage and cultural sites
Health, medical and wellness
Eco and agro- tourism models
Gastronomy based tourism i.e., farm
to table and cooking classes making
local dishes
Visiting a local market



Walking or biking around a village



Fishing or sailing with locals



Handcrafting or painting

The Caribbean is striving towards the
sustainable management of nature-based
attractions to reduce the negative impacts of
tourism. This corresponds to the demand from
post-COVID-19 travellers who are avidly
seeking unique cultural and nature-based
experiences in a ‘safe’ setting, and among
friendly people who take pride in their identity,
heritage and the natural environment.
Visitors have always been interested in local
experiences, and now want to live as locals and
engage in ‘Off the Beaten track’ activities, that
allow them to intimately ‘touch, feel, and
immerse’ themselves in a more satisfying
relationship with the host community and
natural environment.
With the increased demand and interest by
travellers, who now have higher health, safety
and service expectations, CBT Enterprises
(CBTEs) and Micro, Small, Medium Enterprise
(MSMEs) will have to be more creative,
responsive and skilled in demonstrating
optimal health, safety and service standards.

What new types of Community-Based Tourism Attractions have you seen
developed in your Country since the Pandemic?

“The Community-Based Tourism model is a powerful channel for
sustainable and inclusive economic development in the Caribbean,
as it enables greater market opportunities for broad based local
entrepreneurs, which in turn creates employment opportunities.”
Sylvia Dohnert, Executive Director, Compete Caribbean Partnership Facility (CCPF)
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1.4 New World Travellers – Moving Beyond Traditional Markets
The traditional face of CBT is that of exploration of the built, cultural and natural heritage, and cursory
interactions with indigenous communities to enhance the visitor experience. With the pandemic
interrupting travel and tourism for 2 years, there is now a heighten demand from guests/visitors for
authentic, unique and memorable community-based experiences, which calls for a more customized
approach in the design and delivery of that experience. With the emerging interest in CBT products
and services, communities across the region have been experiencing an increased demand from new
world travellers who want to embrace travel and adventure experiences that capture the imagination
and provides a more immersive tourism product offering. According to the Adventure Travel and
Trade Association (ATTA), “There is a real appetite within the Adventure Travel industry for a more
authentic and deeper local immersion with more empowerment opportunities for communities”.

Revenge Travel is the latest
trending term in hospitality
management and is the result of
restrictions imposed on travellers
by lockdowns making travel itself
not to be taken for granted
anymore.

The new traveller is also fuelled by ‘revenge travel’. For
many people that means going big and choosing
experiences that are more indulgent and meaningful than
before.
New world travellers are also seeking their next big
adventure with many persons wanting to visit destinations
on their bucket list. The need for ‘work-life balance’ has
gained increasing importance.

It portrays the exact thoughts of
consumers and their current travel
sentiment: we are ready to travel
and we won’t hesitate to book a
trip once restrictions are lifted.
Patrick Landman
CEO and Founder of Xotels
Source:
https://www.xotels.com/en/glossary/reveng
e-travel

“The Caribbean must embrace its identity and take pride in
elements of its culture that can also serve to boost the
attractiveness of destinations to the modern-day visitor. To
match the demands of the times, we must re-educate ourselves
to see the value that we often overlook beyond the traditional
Sun, Sea and Sand.”
Neil Walters, Acting Secretary General, Caribbean Tourism Organization
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Ticking off bucket list desires
While many are keen to go to tried and tested
destinations in 2022, others are planning to indulge
their pent-up wonder-lust with bucket list trips. Having
had plenty of time to research and dream big about
their next opportunity to travel, we expect to see
visitors booking adventures of a lifetime with bigticket luxury escapes. Recent trends certainly point to
a rise in popularity for trips that deliver unforgettable
experiences and a sense of achievement for the
traveller.
Many people are also opting to book trips to luxury
destinations like the Caribbean to visit and immerse
themselves in the wonders of CBT sites and
attractions.

What’s on
Your
Bucket List?

“The pandemic has changed the ‘mood of travellers’….
what if another pandemic happens?
What if I’m locked in again?
There’s a psychological effect that now is the moment.”
Decius Valmorbida, President of Travel at Amadeus
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1.5 Profile of Travellers and their Expectations
Visiting Old favourites vs. G.O.A.T (Greatest of All Time) Trips
In the post-pandemic era, two distinct groups of travellers have been identified – those who are eager
to return to destinations they know and love and those who want to take a ‘once-in-a-lifetime’ trip.
Both groups of travellers however want to be assured that safety and security is a priority for their
intended destination.
It is important that Caribbean Tourism stakeholders ensure that ‘safety needs’ are met for residents,
staff and visitors alike. Developing, continuously updating and advertising protocols, and taking care
to promote health and safety within the destination, will act as an assurance that the country and
tourism attraction has acceptable safe and service standards.
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, clearly states that Safety and Security are included as two of the basic
needs for survival.

Maslow’s chart also highlights the motivation that is now top of mind for the new world travellers.
‘Esteem needs and Self-Actualization needs’ both encompass all that CBT sites and attractions are now
expected and required to offer.

The table on the next page provides the demographics and psychographic profiles and expectations
of the different types of travellers.
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VISITORS EAGER TO
RETURN TO LOVED
DESTINATIONS
Empty Nesters

EXPECTATIONS AND
AREAS OF
MOTIVATION
No surprises, return to
the familiar to relax

VISITORS WANTING
ONCE-IN-A LIFETIME
(G.O.A.T.) TRIPS

EXPECTATIONS AND
MOTIVATIONS
Disposable income – savings

Generation X

To increase knowledge and
gain bragging rights
More
educational
opportunities
Explore the new for heighten
experiences

Visitors with a high
disposal income

Experience of known
luxury and quality i.e.,
to have a treat

Millennials

Retirees

Return to established
relationships with the
community

Digital Nomads

The ability to work in unknown
destinations

Revenge Traveller

Return to the tried and
tested – the familiar –
to travel again

Active
Volunteers

Soft CBT Travellers

This is the largest group
of CBTs travellers. They
are
generally
interested in culture,
adventure
and
interaction with locals.

Young Professionals

Doing something different,
realizing a dream – using their
valued experience
Young professionals with high
incomes but limited time to
travel

Philanthropists
–
Donors of time and
money to a worthy
cause

Looking for adventure and
wanting to take risks

Retirees –

Between 31-50 years old and
often travel in couples.
Values unusual ‘once in a
lifetime’ experiences.
To fit as much into their
holiday as possible
Comfort, style and luxury is
important

Eco-Tourists

Hard-core eco-tourists
are more educated,
S.A.V.E.
well-read and often
(Scientific, Academic, have more disposable
Volunteer, Education) income than the other
segments.

Older CBT Travellers

Mainly interested in soft
adventure activities, combined
with luxury.
Look for authentic experiences

Responsible travel to
natural areas that
appreciates
the
environment
and
improves the welfare
of the local people
Urban Explorationists

The activity or pastime
of exploring manmade structures,
especially abandoned
buildings and areas not
generally open to the
public.

Older and healthy and like to
experience new things.

Urban Explorationists X

The activity or pastime of
exploring man-made
structures, especially
abandoned buildings and areas
not generally open to the
public. Love to explore with
that element of RISK.
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Recent trends certainly point to a rise in popularity for CBT experiences that deliver unforgettable
memories and a sense of satisfaction and achievement for the visitors. But each visitor has different
needs as illustrated in the graphic below.

1.6 Consumer Shifts: Meeting Market Demands for Different Types of
Community Based Tourism Services and Products
Community-Based Tourism is becoming more supply focused as it tries to meet the market demands
of its guests. Below, is an outline of the definitions in respect of what demand and supply means in
the tourism value chain.
Tourism demand: may be defined as a requirement of various tourism products (goods and services)
at a particular place or market at a different time or price.
Tourism supply: is the provision of a variety of tourism products (goods and service) to
tourists/consumers at a particular market/destination at a different time or price.
19
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One of the new consumer shifts in CBT enterprises is the call for more ‘luxury’ in the experience for
those consumers who are motivated to buy products and services that are environmentally conscious,
sustainable and socially responsible. Therefore, market demands dictate that the experience although
nature or culturally driven, must also provide a luxurious element through the activity or the products
consumed or experienced at the site.
Another consumer shift is that the traveller is keen to ‘eat healthier’, for themselves and the planet.
Agro-tourism and farm-to-table experiences give the consumer the opportunity to immerse
themselves in the local community and share in what the community grows and eats. ‘F.L.O.S.S’ has
been used to describe this trend of utilizing local products: Fresh, Local, Organic, Seasonal and
Sustainable.
The shifts in consumer demand are influenced by several factors. These may range from:
•

Socio-Economic Factors – disposable income, leisure time, purchasing power

•

Psychological Factors – personal motives, biases, preferences, awareness

•

Geographical Factors – destination location, landscape, rivers, climate, season, etc.

•

Factors at Destination – tourism policies, tourism quality, creative tourism trends,
destination image, etc.

With the possible emergence and rapid transmission of
new health related crises’, as was witnessed with the
COVID-19 pandemic, the Caribbean is encouraged to
pursue new and innovative CBT initiatives to meet
consumer demand for ‘safe spaces’. The increasing
importance of responsible tourism initiatives, and
renewed interest in nature, heritage and culture also
present a market opportunity for CBT entrepreneurs.
To meet this demand, CBT attractions and sites can
explore ways to integrate ‘experiential tourism’, for
visitors to be actively engaged. It is also important to consider what aspects of existing indoor offerings
can be moved to outdoor spaces, to appeal to visitors looking for ‘safer’ experiences.
CBTEs/MSMEs must also re-evaluate what they are offering and ensure the product and service is of
a ‘high quality’ while not detracting from the natural, rustic elements that the visitor wants to see
and appreciates.

Digitalization and the ‘Age of Remote Work’!
The silver-lining of the pandemic is that it
allowed freelancers and digital nomads to
obtain long-term visas and work from
anywhere in the world.
These visa programmes stimulated the
economy in countries that suffered from the
absence of tourism at the peak of COVID-19
travel restrictions.
20
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COVID-19 has also heightened the need for destinations and businesses to maintain an active ‘online
presence’ and increased the demand for ‘contactless and touchless technologies’. This can be
part of the activity itself or in the design and marketing of the product offerings across the value chain.
Technology has accelerated its use both in business and daily activities, it has changed how people
approach purchasing products and has impacted the delivery of services, towards a more ‘cash-less’
society. Businesses that have moved their booking and payment transactions online, have found it to
be a more cost-effective way to do business.
Digital technology, therefore presents a challenge and opportunity for the Caribbean tourism sector
and CBT operators in the post COVID-19 era.

1.7 Future Outlook for National, Regional and International Changes In
Tourism Health and Safety

1

Future Outlook for Tourism Health and Safety
POST PANDEMIC

KEY TRENDS in Health and
Safety Protocols
Community Based Tourism

1



Renewed interest in nature-based activities



Emphasis on health, safety and service quality



More personalized experiences



Attention to personal safety (e.g., touchless
capabilities, health controls) and security



More use of online bookings for attractions and
purchases



Concern with healthier products

F.L.O.S. S. (The trend of utilizing local products: Fresh, Local, Organic, Sustainable and Seasonable)
S.A.V.E. (Describes the Tourism Niche Market: Scientific, Academic, Volunteer and Educational)
G.O.A.T. (Travellers who are seeking vacations and experiences which are: Greatest Of All Time)
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POST PANDEMIC

KEY TRENDS in Health and
Safety Protocols
Travel Services

Guided Tours

Vendors



Smaller, curated immersive tourism experiences



Importance of holistic hospitality, health & well-being



Increased emphasis on safety & hygiene



Increased need for trained and certified staff and
service providers including taxi drivers.



Contactless automated Service

● Wearing of masks and social distancing
●

Sanitizing

●

Augmented Reality apps and glasses

●

Encourage self-tours

● Wearing of masks/shields
● Social distancing

Restaurants

Hotels/Accommodation/Lodges

●

Sanitizing

●

Mobile and credit card payments

●

Allowance for Online purchasing

●

Increase ‘open-air’ and outside dining

●

QR Codes for menus

●

Restaurant staff must wear masks.

●

Online Reservations

●

Mobile and credit card payments

●

Increased use of digital devices

●

Social distancing at venue or virtually engage for
staff and guests

●

Signage at key places for optimum visibility

●

Preference for cash-less transactions.

●

Touchless/no contact service



Increased costs for sanitation products



Added costs for insurance



Cameras, enhanced protocols for operation as
dictated by Airbnb and VRBO standards
• Source: Adapted from CNBC Travel – The Biggest Travel Trend of 2022
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Case Study – Pivoting to CBT Development and Enhancing the Visitor Experience
The following case study demonstrates how the consumer trend of luxury can
be used in a CBT enterprise if grounded in CBT principles to accommodate
and serve discerning tourists.

CASE STUDY: STUSH* IN THE BUSH - JAMAICA
*Stush: Jamaican Patois word meaning high-end, superior, boujee - reflective of luxury

In Free Hill, located in the Parish of St. Ann’s, Jamaica, you
will find a small community of approximately 300 people.
Within that community there is a hidden gem called
“Stush in the Bush”.
Christopher and Lisa Binns – the owners and hosts of this
organic epicurean delight, have created a unique quality
‘farm to table’ experience. This sustainable communitybased tourism endeavour was developed with the
support and careful planning of everyone within that
community. The essence of Stush in the Bush is that it
combines an ‘Earth Walk’ through the gardens, where
visitors are allowed to touch, taste, feel and smell the
produce, before the items are hand-picked and then
prepared adopting the Middle Eastern term ‘mezze’,
which means small or a “little bit of this and a little bit of
that” dishes, featuring vegetarian and vegan food delights, with Jamaican flavours.
This family-owned business, believe it is important to feed
our bodies healthy clean and plant-based food and gladly
invite others to partake of what is available from the farm
and dine at the table. They further believe in all things
family and community and insist upon engaging persons
from within the community, to provide items they need to
enhance their product offerings. This includes wood
craftsmen, potters, gardeners and cooks. All their staff are
recruited from the neighbourhood – as this is very
important for the sustainability of the enterprise. The Hosts
are self-professed “locavores”, meaning” lovers of all things
local” whether it be their staff, locally grown produce or
community produced arts and crafts. The Hosts are now in
their 7th year of perfecting the farm to table experience.
COVID-19 impacted their business, but not in the way one
would expect. The owners took this as an opportunity to
reposition themselves, rethink the business model and
explore different options.
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One grand idea was to further develop
their Al fresco dining experience. They
built a giant outdoor deck/gazebo
incorporating a large tree, which was
completed during the island lock down.
They now have created a fashionable
outdoor dining experience – festooned
with awnings for protection from the
sun and rain, no chairs just cushions, and
quilts scattered in a bohemian style,
whilst maintaining the protocols of
social distancing. This allows guests to
sit and talk in their individual groups
whilst taking in the majestic views of their surroundings. Before COVID-19, they entertained the
concept of family dining (where everyone shared individual platters of different dishes), now they do
individual plating, in groups ‘bubbles’ keeping to the social distancing protocols.
Stush in the Bush has always been a unique venue for weddings, but with the advent of COVID-19,
people are requesting and wanting something more nature-based and outdoor. The venue has now
become very popular because of the above-curated space.
Attention to safety, security and service, as they engage with
their guests, is a key requirement. These include temperature
checks, newly built handwashing stations and outdoor
flushing bathrooms, whilst providing guests with natural highend scented soaps and creams, which are locally made. A
‘boot’ wash was also erected, to allow guests to wash and
sanitize their feet and foot apparel after the Earth Walk. All
aspects were designed and curated with the Stush luxury
stamp of approval.
Stush in the Bush has expanded from just providing a dining
experience to a service experience! They now provide food
baskets, showcase their unique products by doing Pop Ups
and displays at food boutiques, where they offer paired down
menus for sampling.
They make their own beer, chocolate, and infused drinks with
herbs produced from the farm. Wine Pairing is also an option! Their self-taught, locally trained
mixologist has cleverly created drinks for guests, which is a welcomed feature of the gastronomic farm
to table experience. All their products can be purchased online or at the Stush in the Bush shop.
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IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY:
Stush in the Bush’s use of technology has been pivotal in the expansion of their business.

LOCAL USE OF TECHNOLOGY

GLOBAL USE OF TECHNOLOGY

Use social media pages and platforms to Use all social media pages and platforms to
advertise their business locally and regionally
advertise and promote their business worldwide
(IG, Twitter, FB. etc.)
Local Radio and TV coverage e.g., Jamaica Magazines and TV/Video coverage e.g. Conde
Gleaner, RoundHill Hotel, Local Performers
Nast/Mastercard, Royal Caribbean,
Reservations and booking of dining Reservations and booking of dining experiences
experiences and venue online ONLY
online ONLY
Purchase of ALL products online
Purchase and Export of some products online
Self-contained – solar powered business not Fully Wi-Fi enabled
connected to the grid – Fully Wi-Fi enabled
Reservations and booking of the dining experience can only be done online with a reservation system.
E-commence is another valuable tool and has become quite important to the hosts, now that they are
able to sell much of their products online. They offer food/meals fully online within Jamaica, and their
products can also be found in quality supermarkets around the country.

CHALLENGES AND PRIORITIES:
General:




Getting staff to understand the ideology of what the
enterprise is trying to achieve
Helping staff understand what Quality Service looks like e.g.,
décor, service, and interactions with guests
Balancing the need for staff to maintain the personalised
‘Stush Performance’ whilst observing the new health and
safety protocols

Youth:




Providing the youth with an opportunity to work and gain
experience
Training and confidence building in their interactions with the
visiting public
Team building and Life Skills Training

The Hosts will eventually offer overnight stays and have already received
guests who retreat and wish to share the space and who have an
appreciation of eco-tourism.

“We are very careful not to expand for expanding sake, but in the
direction of what we want to do better for sustainability”…
Christopher Binns, Co-owner, Stush in the Bush
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MODULE 2.
HEALTH, SAFETY AND SERVICE
DELIVERY IN COMMUNITY-BASED
TOURISM BUSINESSES
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2.1 Global and Regional Guidelines
SAFETY ISN’T EXPENSIVE, IT’S PRICELESS……
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The Health, Safety and Security of Visitors and Tourism Workers is critically important for a
sustainable and reputable Caribbean tourism industry. Uncertainty about safety and security
influence tourism flows, and may result in negative media and travel advisories. Implementing safety
measures, enforcing policies, standards and good information management, are key considerations
to improve the level and general perception of safety and security, across the tourism value chain.
The relationship between diseases and tourism is such that tourism entails travel and interactions
between and among people. This movement of people easily propels the spread of diseases. Whether
travelling by air or sea, there is a high potential for visitors and locals to transmit or acquire diseases.
This has been evident with the introduction and spread of new and re-emerging diseases, such as
H1N1 Swine Flu, SARS, Bird flu, Ebola virus and most recently, the COVID-19 pandemic. Additionally,
diseases can spread via contaminated food and water and these include Norovirus, Cholera, E. coli
and Salmonella to name a few. In the Caribbean context, vector-borne diseases such as Dengue,
Yellow Fever, Malaria, Chikungunya and Zika proliferate due to the warm tropical climate and are a
constant threat.

A country’s reputation and ‘perceived image’ are its most valuable asset, and from time to time, this
asset is threatened by a crisis, which could be anything from storms to crime, to natural disasters and
health crises such as disease outbreaks, epidemics and pandemic. Effective preparation and wellcoordinated management and response can significantly enhance the restoration of a Country’s ability
to continue to attract visitors in the aftermath of a crisis.
This next section will present Baseline Standards and Guidelines to help guide the safe delivery of
tourism products, services and experiences by CBTEs and MSMEs in the Caribbean, considering the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and other possible health related risks.
While these guidelines consider current World Health COVID-19 recommendations, they are living
documents, which are subject to change as new information becomes available about COVID-19, and
other health and safety hazards that could impact the region. Importantly, introducing guidelines and
programs help address health and hygiene concerns, but these measures cannot eliminate all risks.
Meeting the guidelines may require some changes that are deemed relatively simple such as enhanced
attention to sanitation and hygiene. Others may require service staff to be more creative and
responsive as they shape the memorable and unique experiences that are now more important to
visitors. It is important to reiterate that the visitor has a choice, as such, Service Standards have to be
met to ensure the visitor not only enjoys the experience but is assured of due attention and diligence
for Health and Safety.
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Ultimately, the Caribbean wants a future where travel and tourism is safe, secure and seamless,
providing an authentic and meaningful experience to citizens and travellers, across all aspects of the
journey. The proceeding will outline the recommended Standards and Guidelines for Health, Safety
and Service Quality Management, for CBTEs and MSMEs in the tourism sector in the Caribbean.
For purposes of this publication, the focus will be on the three sub-sectors of tourism, which
predominate in the context of CBT: Accommodation Facilities, Food and Beverage Operations and
CBT Sites and Attractions. Health guidelines and best-practice standards will be presented for all three
sub-sectors.
This will be followed by recommendations and guidelines for service quality management, and
safety/security, which it is recognized are crosscutting and applicable across all the sub-sectors.

Source image: Rewa Guyana EcoLodge
Rewa is an Amerindian village in the Essequibo region, in the heart of Guyana. Mainly
accessible by river canoe, the village is located in one of the most pristine eco-systems on
Earth. With about 300 inhabitants, the people of Rewa village are mostly from the Makushi
tribe. The Rewa area is renowned for its abundance of wildlife and ecological diversity.
The Rewa Eco-lodge is community owned and managed.
Website: https://www.rewaecolodge.com/#welcome-to-rewa
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2.2 Health Guidelines for Community Accommodations
CBT Accommodation facilities range from exclusive boutique hotels to modest rooms in private
homes, eco-hotels, lodges and the like. A new market niche gaining interest within the Caribbean is
Glamping – Glamorous Camping! This is a style of camping with amenities and, in some cases, resortstyle services not usually associated with "traditional" camping, and may include some of the comforts
and luxuries of home.
In the area of health, awareness of core community, hygiene, and sanitation practices are key.
Proper sanitation promotes health, improves the quality of the environment and thus, the quality
of life in a community. Sanitation refers to the promotion of hygiene and prevention of disease by
maintaining clean and healthy spaces. It encompasses the facilities, behaviours, and services that can
improve cleanliness and contributes to good health.
In addition to the practices outlined below, individual hosts should follow local guidelines around
hosting in private rooms, shared spaces, homesteads and tents. What is most important is that

health practices should be enforced and observed by both Staff and Guests!

CHECKLIST OF CORE COMMUNITY
HYGIENE AND SANITATION PRACTICES
 Sanitize and clean REGULARLY
 Touchless no contact service
 Adding sanitation stations
 Cashless payment
 Physical barriers between employees and guests
 Washing hands with soap and water
 If food service available, dining room should be kept clean, ensure no self-service for
food and implement measures for physical distancing
 Keeping the home/rooms/camp/tent sites etc. clean
 Availability of fresh clean water for drinking, cooking and cleaning
 Clean washroom facilities
 Proper waste disposal to prevent environmental contamination
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2.3 Health Guidelines for Food & Beverage (F&B) Operations
Cleanliness Is Crucial:
The safe preparation, storage, display and handling of food is one of the hallmarks of the food and
beverage service industry. The pandemic has pushed food safety to the forefront of the public’s mind.
People want to be reassured that any F&B services follow international standards and best practices
for safe food handling and undergo deep cleaning and sanitation on an ongoing basis.
Proper food-handling practices are necessary to ensure that the food offered by F&B establishments
is safe for public consumption. Essential to implementing safe food handling is that food handlers
receive training on personal hygiene and sanitation, cooking and storing food at appropriate
temperatures, and other safe food handling practices. Food handling is important because unsafe food
handling can lead to outbreaks of foodborne illnesses (commonly known as food poisoning). On the
other hand, food service businesses that are consistent in following safe food handling practices may
actively prevent cases of foodborne illness, gain the trust of their guests and potentially repeat
business and word-of-mouth recommendations. Additionally, these businesses avoid the chance of
non-compliance with regulations imposed by local authorities in their areas of operation.

What are Safe Food Handling Practices?

Source: Safety Culture (2022) https://safetyculture.com/topics/food-handling

Safe steps in food handling, cooking, and storage are essential in preventing foodborne
illness. Most times you can't see, smell, or taste harmful bacteria that may cause illness!
Often referred to as the four (4) steps to food safety, the core safe food handling practices or
4 C’s of Food safety are: Do Clean, Cook, Chill and Don’t Cross-Contaminate. Each safe food handling
practice will be discussed below and a Handout and links are provided for additional guidelines.
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The 4 C’s of Food Safety
1. Clean
Food handlers must always wash their hands before they begin food preparation. The key tip for
handwashing is to use warm water and regular soap. Handwashing should last for at least 20 seconds.
Aside from keeping their hands and arms clean, food handlers must also ensure that the tools they’ll
be using for food preparation, such as cutting boards, knives, pans, and spatulas, are clean and dry.

2. Cross-Contamination
Raw meat, poultry, seafood, and eggs should always be kept separate from other ingredients. Don’t
use containers, plates, or cutting boards that have held raw meat, poultry, seafood, or eggs for other
ingredients, unless they have been washed in hot soapy water. The same rule applies to utensils.

3. Cook
Once they have finished cooking a dish, food handlers are required to check its internal temperature
by using a food thermometer. There are specific internal temperature ranges for each food type. Food
handlers must not send food out for serving if it is not within the required temperature range. This is
to ensure that all harmful microorganisms are killed before the plate reaches the guest.

4. Chill
Keep the temperature within the refrigerator below 40°F (4°C). To avoid having to manually check the
temperature using an appliance thermometer several times throughout the day, consider setting
up temperature sensors for ease of mind. These sensors can also alert food handlers when fridge
temperature reaches or starts to go above 40°F (4°C). For freezers, the recommended temperature is
0°F (-17°C).

Source: Safety Culture (2022)
Web site for additional information: https://safetyculture.com/topics/food-handling
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F&B Trends and the Farm-to-Table Movement
Farm-to-Table is a phrase that can mean
different things to different people. At
its heart, farm-to-table means that the
food on the table came directly from a
local farm, fisherman or other local food
producer. It is not a regulated phrase, so
it can be employed by anyone who
considers their offerings to fit the
definition. However, those offering a
farm-to-table experience must be
careful so as not to be accused of
restaurant fraud, since the farm-to-table
movement has arisen concurrently with
changes in attitudes about food safety, food freshness, food seasonality, and sustainability. Similar
phrases include locally-sourced, slow-food, farm fresh, and farm-to-fork.
In its purest, most honest form, farm-to-table means the table is actually at the farm and cooks or
chefs prepare and serve the food at the farm (even in the field). Often a tour of the farm is offered to
show and describe the methods used to raise the farm animals, and produce the fruits, and vegetables.
Alternately, diners can be introduced to the local farmer(s), fisher folk etc. The most popular option is
to include information in the menu to provide a description and justification of the local supplier.


Farm to fork is an extremely popular trend, and associating your restaurant with the trend can
help bring in guests and create excitement about your menu.



It can help the environment. The produce doesn't have to be shipped long distances, meaning
less time on a truck and fewer greenhouse gases going into the atmosphere.

Food and beverage are a dynamic sector, and it will be necessary for establishments to also be aware
of the following trends. These include, but of course are not limited to:










Plant-based foods – 1 in 5 global consumers seek plant-based alternatives with no animal
derived products;
Values and Ethics – Consumers are interested in how companies demonstrate their
commitment to limiting the use of plastics and utilising fresh, organic ingredients;
Local and Homemade – Consumer preference for locally made as opposed to highly
processed or mass produced foods and willingness to pay more for F&B experiences that
adhere to and promote these principles;
Transparency – The need for ethical and responsible ingredient sourcing with 3 in 5 global
consumers being interested in learning more about where their food comes from and how
it is made;
Product mashups – 3 in 5 consumers are interested in trying new sensory experiences
e.g., Aromas, tastes, textures, colours, sensations; and
Safety – Consumers will be paying attention to product packaging and will be more
accepting of single-use and tamper-proof packaging because of concerns about hygiene
and contamination.
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Consumers and travellers also want to see the creation of craft villages/days, where artisans and local
food experiences within hotels and local community venues will be promoted with an emphasis on
micro businesses. There is also interest in stand-alone facilities such as St. Lucia’s new Agro-tourism
Park which is described as including gastronomic adventures with traditional cuisine and options for
hiking and camping, water excursions and farm to table tours.
Going forward, food and beverage entities must be intentional about facilitating linkages with local
farmers, fisher folk and agro-producers to optimise access to fresh, local and organic ingredients to
the F&B experience. This contributes to sustaining local livelihoods and reducing food imports.

CHECKLIST FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGE
CHECKLIST FOR FOOD AND
OPERATIONS
BEVERAGE
A food safety checklist is used to evaluate compliance of a food establishment with food safety and
good hygiene practices. It can help ensure that activities involving food are done according to set
national standards. Following food safety practices reduces the likelihood of foodborne illnesses and
helps businesses prevent legal and regulatory problems. For a CBTE/MSME business, the same policies
apply as they would for a large hotel or guesthouse. Each business must ensure they comply with the
health and safety requirements of the National Health Inspection and Certification Agency.

1.

Menus should be replaced with electronic menus (on sanitised tablets), or a fixed
board, or printed disposable menus or QR codes

2.

Offering deli-type take-away/grab-and-go style meals and options – with disposable
containers, crockery, cups and cutlery

3.

There should be limited self-service at buffets; only to select or pick-up pre-portioned
items. Any buffet service should be handled by staff only, from behind Perspex or
similar protective shield if possible

4.

Pre-portioned plated items on buffets or delivered to tables should be the main way
guests are served and remember Food Presentation is Everything!

5.

Where possible and for instance while taking orders, waiting staff must stand at least
a meter from tables with floor markings to assist

6.

As much as possible keep only essential items such as salt and pepper on tables.

7.

Allow diners the option of eating outside with limited seating inside – unless in a
covered open area

8.

Provide biodegradable eating utensils

9.

Have clear guidelines on social distancing, regularly train staff and inform guests of
protocols

10. Pay attention to menu planning to avoid food waste and to also reduce wait time for
food!
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2.4 Health Guidelines for Sites and Attractions
To facilitate guest reservations, CBT Sites and Attractions are recommended to invest in an online
booking platform that also allows for capacity control and management. For those who are unable to
afford the additional investment, it is recommended to accommodate reservations over the phone. It
will be important to inform guests in advance of policies affecting changes, cancellation and no-show’s
for reservations. Also inform ahead of wait times, safety guidelines and any other instructions to
ensure guests can plan and be adequately prepared for the experience. The industry standard for most
Sites and Attractions is to have their guidelines published on their websites, posted at the entrances,
or printed on brochures.
In keeping with responsible tourism good practices, owners of sites and attractions should produce
Do’s and Don’ts Guidelines with the desirable behaviors expected from their guests. These may
include instructions to mitigate pollution and other negative environmental impacts. Additionally, to
ensure minimal disruption of community life, and respect for community culture and traditions. For
CBT service providers, it is a good business practice to have written record of the rules and regulations.
This can be in the form of a ‘waiver’ or a ‘pledge’, which would be part of the information and guidance
given to staff, and required to be signed by guests.
Below is a generic checklist of guidelines for Sites and Attractions.

CHECKLIST FOR SITES AND ATTRACTIONS
 Maintain physical distancing (individuals staying at least 3-6 feet away from others)
 Posting signs at entrances advising guests and employees of expectations and
acceptable behaviors
 Operate with reduced occupancy and carrying capacity based on the size of the facility
 Implement comprehensive sanitation protocols, including increased sanitation
schedules for bathrooms, door handles, and frequently touched areas
 If possible, provide touchless payment for guests
 Disinfect exhibits and equipment between each use
 Provide access to soap and water for handwashing or an alcohol-based hand sanitizer
at stations around the facility for use by employees and guests
 Require employees to regularly wash hands for at least 20 seconds and wear masks
 Provide hands-free or digital information and collaterals materials whenever possible,
this can be complemented by the use pre-recorded videos and audio for guided tours
 Use signage and establish a one-way flow to maintain safety and distancing protocols
 Consider restricting group visits, public programs until safe to offer them, special or
private events are an alternative with a limited the number of participants
 Implement symptom screening for employees prior to the start of their shift
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2.5. Service Quality Management Guidelines

Tourism is a Service Sector and several employees who have experience or training in tourism, may
have left their employment, and found jobs in other sectors in the wake of COVID-19. Due to
lockdowns and layoffs, other sectors may have become more attractive, particularly jobs that do not
always involve working on weekends, holidays or late hours. This trend has been called The Great
Resignation and has impacted not only tourism jobs but also key ancillary sectors.
With staff shortages and the increased demand related to health, safety, and service, many
establishments may expect more from their current staff. This increases the potential for service and
standards to drop. Businesses will need to find creative ways to ascertain guest’s references/ needs,
and this can be done by using a brief survey before the guest arrives. An example is provided below
for guidance:






What are the guests’ expectations and how can the business meet them?
What does the guest want to experience – what is meaningful to them?
How can the experience be tailored to a particular interest group or need?
What additional Edu-tainment (Educational and Entertainment) aspects can be added?
Consider the GUEST principle.

GUEST-

Greet Guest
Use their name and give Yours
Evaluate and Fulfil needs
Smile
Thank the Guest

Gaps in Soft Skills is another common issue that needs to be addressed. The ability to create a warm,
welcoming atmosphere is generally seen as a source of competitive advantage for individual CBT
establishments/attractions and ultimately for the destination. Soft skills are notable personality traits
and work habits that describe who you are as a professional and one’s approach to work. They are
personal attributes that enable someone to interact effectively and harmoniously with other people.
CBTEs/MSME businesses need to consider how to offer customized service experiences as a way of
differentiating their brands from others. A Checklist is provided below.
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A Customer Touchpoint is
any time a consumer
interacts with your Brand,
whether that's through an
Employee, a Website, an
Advertisement, or an App.

CHECKLIST ON HOW TO
OPTIMIZE YOUR SERVICE
 Ask questions to understand who your guest is and what they want
 Strengthen your delivery of Service Excellence by becoming a Service Success
Specialist
 Measure your engagement and ‘touch points’ with your guest
 Try not to copy other similar types of businesses/products- create your own unique
brand
 Use an Evaluation/Feedback form to monitor your guests’ satisfaction with your
service
 Engage your guests by using simple and FREE social media tools
 Use technology to better service your business
 Ensure you have the right staff representing your business and they receive training
in all aspects of the service being provided
 Have written standards of service for your staff
 Consider what aspect of your service can offer a ‘luxury’ experience
 Critically review your business and what it is offering by becoming your own guest
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2.6 Guest Service Quality Trends
Building Relationships
The new service ideology encompasses meeting guests where they are, anticipating their needs, and
offering solutions. To get there, all businesses should engage in simple strategies and invest in
information communication technologies (ICTs) that improve the guest experience across all tourism
sub-sectors. In the post pandemic environment, the Caribbean tourism sector and its stakeholders
face even stiffer competition, and a good guest service can make a lasting impression.

“The focus has to be on building relationships”


Get Online - Consumers form opinions before, during and after sales and service interactions.
But the first impression is very likely happening before you realize it. How your business is
portrayed online, images of what your CBTE/MSME business looks like, and guest reviews on
their experience. This takes place well before the guest makes a purchasing decision.



Invest in E-Commerce - Consumers are increasingly gravitating to e-commerce and opting to
reduce visits to shopping centres and restaurants. Curbside pickups are becoming more
popular and that has forced every retailer/business to evaluate and/or update their online
experiences — and the service they were offering to guests. CBTEs/MSMEs (if able) are
encouraged to embrace e-commerce (virtual reality tours etc.) when selling their activity or
experience.

Curbside pickups became popular
over the COVID-19 pandemic, because
of the added convenience of a drivethru. This is an additional service that
can be offered to customers, which is
both safe and cost effective for the
customer and service provider.

“Some guests that never had a curbside service before, having now tried it because of the
restrictions due to COVID-19, found that they quite liked the convenience. It is efficient, easy and
has less risk of exposure to germs. A few Agro-Food CBT initiatives are using this method to
supplement their service, hosting pop-ups and curb side delivery as another way to access the
local market and provide an avenue for their business.”
Joan Leacock, Tourism Consultant and Trainer
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Digitalisation - Much of guest service can be
automated via business messaging and intelligent
chatbots, leaving staff personnel to handle the
more complex tasks or those situations requiring
empathy. Not always readily accepted but growing
in popularity. More businesses have begun using
‘WhatsApp’, ‘Social Media’ and ‘Chatbots’ during
the pandemic. Chatbots is a new technology that
uses artificial intelligence to answer basic guest
questions that don't require human assistance and
can be connected to guest data, which maintains a
more personalized service.

“Consumers value
technology but are
uncomfortable with overautomation, which seeks
to replace guest
interaction with intelligent
bots as well as invade
their privacy.”
Source: “Global Megatrends are
Shaping New ... – Bloomberg Media”

The future of CBT services will be shaped by those businesses and destinations, which provide unique
and meaningful experiences and deliver a consistent high quality service. Providing a personalized
service to sustainability-minded persons is key. Below is a checklist on Service Quality Standards.

CHECKLIST FOR SERVICE QUALITY
STANDARDS
1. Create a demand for human
interaction
2. First impressions count
3. Focus on building relationships
4. Offer 24/7 Guest Service - where
possible
5. Curbside pick-up instead of
delivery – if offering a food service
6. Provide unique meaningful
experiences

7. Consider how to introduce an
element of luxury in the product
offering
8. Think about how the business is
represented
9. Engaged guests before, during
and after visit to share important
information and obtain feedback
10. Have clearly written plans for
service delivery, recovery and
guest interaction for staff
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Case Study on Service Quality (CBT Entrepreneur)
CASE STUDY: THE OASIS - BARBADOS
In the village of Pollard Lane St. Philip, Barbados, you will meet
Kelly McClean, CBT Entrepreneur and owner of THE OASIS. This
community-based business was developed by Kelly through his love
of no preservatives, gluten free, vegan food. He offers a farm to
table culinary experience and also showcases his creativity with
sculpted wood carvings, jewelry making, and designer landscaping
skills.
Three years ago, his business started as a plant nursery. He began
cooking for himself and family, then found that people were making
requests for his type of food all over the island. He first erected an
outdoor roadside kitchen, to sell his homemade menus, then
applied for health and safety certification for the business
operations.
Today ‘The Oasis’ has grown into a popular wellness experience,
frequented by locals and visitors alike. His operation covers many
aspects of CBT including nature, food/agriculture, adventure,
cultural and village tourism. He has worked tirelessly to provide a
healing and spiritual oasis producing a bounty of organic healthy
food, drinks, as well his high-quality crafts within a community
setting.
He single-handedly provides a clean sustainable healing landscape
for those within the immediate environment. All his produce he either grows on his land or is
provided by farms nearby. He coordinates walking and educational tours around his vast garden,
showcasing his plants, herbs, bees – for fresh honey - and fruit trees. He also organizes hiking tours
around the hills near his home. His landscape gardening business was built as a by-product of what
he grows for the food he sells each day.

“My theory is that food must be a healing process
so it should make your body feel the benefits. The
pandemic has brought about a different mind-set,
and I want to create a Haven to allow people to
recharge.”
-

Kelly McClean
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According to Kelly McClean, ‘with the advent of COVID19, there was a heightened appreciation for healthy
eating and ‘growing your own produce. Persons would
arrive, take away orders, (curbside pick-ups) or just sit in
the garden, relax and meditate. As the pandemic
continued to give rise to fears of health and safety, The
Oasis continued to grow plants – and teach people about
the health properties of the plants and how to eat
better’.
His product offering improved over time with investment
into the structure and expansion of his kitchen and the
plant nursery. He employed the help of a local gardener
but does venture to do most of the work on his own.

“…… allow nature to take over and do its
work. People need to build their immune
system and I encouraged then to rest, eat,
drink and breathe whilst sitting in the
gardens or walking the makeshift steps
along the cliff. I see myself offering a
bubble for health – a wholesome clean
sanctuary.”
The business has grown to such an extent that the challenge is providing enough parking for those
persons who originally would drive through to collect their orders. People now wish to ‘stay awhile’
and enjoy the ambience of what is on offer. Taking in the rustic natural environment.

IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY:
Kelly McClean utilises Instagram to promote his produce and daily menus
offerings. He also uses WhatsApp to communicate with his clients for
food orders.
He intends to involve more technology as the business grows, but in the
meantime, believes that keeping abreast of the free social media tools,
addresses his marketing and communication needs.
The business has grown organically through ‘word of mouth’ and
recently gained some international recognition from various countries.
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2.7 Best Practices for Safety and Security
One of the main tenets of CBT is to ensure that CBT enterprises are developed by the local community,
to derive social and economic benefits for the community, and is managed by members of the local
community. As a collection of businesses that sell a variety of goods and services to visitors, CBT
development not only supports community initiatives but allows direct tourist dollars to flow into and
stay in local communities. It is therefore important that the value and benefits to CBT are explained
to the members of the local community, which will gain their buy-in and thus interest in safeguarding.
CBT is a form of tourism that has inclusiveness as its primary goal. It requires that residents be involved
throughout the tourism planning process in a two-way exchange of information and views.
Community tourism should also provide residents with ongoing control over tourism development
and empowerment. Members of the community should be part of the decision-making process and
have a share in the rewards of the business. When they are not, that can pose problems for the
community and visitor.

The Visitor Experience
Threats to tourists’ safety and security can have a significant negative impact on tourism demand and
the visitor experience. Potential issues include the following:


Hostility from Residents: When community members are not informed, engaged, and are left
out of tourism development and planning, which involved community assets, this can result
in resentment and negative attitudes, rudeness or aggressiveness to visitors.



Crime: Petty theft as well as violent crimes against visitors have been on the increase in
several Caribbean countries. The rising crime rate and the changing nature of crime has the
potential to damage the image and appeal of the community/country and region, to be
viewed as a safe destination.



Visitor Harassment: Negative actions such as harassment to purchase goods and services,
as well as, derogatory behavior and criminal acts targeted to among others, the lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender and queer (LGBTQ) community, are damaging. Additionally, there may
be issues related to religious prejudice, cultural misunderstanding and intolerance.

Some Mitigating Actions are as follows:


Personal safety, crime and security: Can be addressed through diligent policing. This is a
serious issues and requires introducing policing measures and developing community safety
guidelines. One strategy is that of ‘community policing’ or a neighborhood watch.
Communities engaged in CBT are encouraged to foster a relationship with the tourism and
police authorities to benefit from training and sensitization programmes.



Negative Residents Attitudes - Can be addressed through community education and
awareness campaigns programs. One strategy is to introduce a ‘Community Tourism
Ambassadors Programme’, which can include young people/at-risk-youth, thus providing a
means of income and employment.



Visitor Harassment – Can be addressed through community education and awareness
campaigns, offering training on ‘visitor engagement and etiquette’ to CBT staff, community
guides, craft vendors and other service providers. Surveillance efforts can be introduced to
curtail drug peddling and mitigate harassment from vagrants/ street dwellers.
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Special Interest Tourists
While research on this type of travel is comparatively limited, international trends are signalling that
more people want action and the opportunity to experience new activities with a sense of personal
adventure in a safe environment. If the CBT business is offering something a little ‘riskier’ then there
must be protective elements as part of the activity. Apart from the initial instructions and guidelines
before the visitor becomes involved with the activity, the attraction must ensure the following.








Hiking – ensure guests have the correct shoes and are aware of the pitfalls and dangers.
Water-Sports – establish guests can swim, and that staff are adequately trained to rescue
swimmers who may encounter difficulty, and conduct CPR if necessary
Camping – Staff and guides have unique knowledge of the terrain and can ‘read’ the
environment for everyone’s safety
Climbing or walking along dangerous terrain – have safety equipment including harnesses in
place with helmets and guards along the walk
Maintenance – Ensure that all equipment being used are checked for safety and sanitized on
a regular basis
Crisis Communication - Ensure a communication and safety plan is written and available for
staff members and provided to guests
General Safety - Staff should have first aid training and are provide safety briefings to guests
before starting the experience

Community and Staff Considerations
Global industry research continues to highlight that the prospective traveller places a high value on
health and safety certifications as a top consideration when choosing their vacation destination and
accommodation provider. It is vital for CBT hospitality and tourism businesses to continue to train
their teams and seek these resources that will help provide reassurances to the visitor, employees and
residents. The Caribbean Public Health Agency (CARPHA) has developed a number of resources in
support of tourism health safety in the Caribbean.

Developed by CARPHA, THiS is a web-based app (Tourism Health Information System) which
represents a real time, early warning system for all sectors of the tourism industry to capture all the
necessary precautions of all types of illnesses. It covers:
 national surveillance systems
 monitoring response systems illnesses in tourist accommodations of any possible outbreaks
 identify public health threats
 International Certification of food safety
 Health and safety environmental standards
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The schematic below demonstrates how this web-based platform allows the app to be integrated into
the existing national and regional public surveillance mechanisms..

Source: Primary surveillance pathway for the THiS web app

The Regional Tourism and Health Programme led by CARPHA includes the following initiatives:
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MODULE 3.
THE FUTURE OF COMMUNITYBASED TOURISM ATTRACTIONS
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3.1 Curating the Travel Experience for the Visitor and the Host Community
To support the safe, healthy, and responsible conduct of Travel & Tourism around the world, relevant
regional and international organizations, developed a series of industry-focused protocols. It will be
essential for protocols to be implemented and maintained across all relevant functions with an
increased focus on health, safety and standards which travellers will come to expect. Protocols have
been developed across four main pillars, notably, operational and staff preparedness; ensuring

a safe experience; rebuilding trust and confidence; and implementing enabling policies.
Caribbean Governments continue to identify the benefits of tourism as well as the challenges it faces.
The challenges are numerous and can appear suddenly and unexpected. Travellers are also more
aware. They seek to find out what the destination is doing from recycling to being aware of cultural
sensitivities and noting how the destination nurtures and encourages community
involvement. Homestays, farm visits, cooking and crafting together, storytelling, village tours and
more, shows insights into community daily lives. These types of activities create the foundation for
increased awareness and knowledge of another culture, its beliefs and social norms.

Responsible travel is another niche aspect of CBT. CBT and MSMEs entrepreneurs have an opportunity
to work with local people and businesses in the community, which brings social and economic benefits
to the community. CBT provides employment opportunities, revenue generation, local procurement
of goods and service and limits the funds that leave the community, so that the economic benefits
of CBT activities stay within the community. As a result, local people will be motivated to preserve
what attracts visitors, be it their culture, wildlife or environment, heritage or agro-food activities. CBT
is designed to give travellers an authentic taste of a local community’s heritage, their cultural practices
and natural resources, and in this way offers an immersive and rich travel experience.

“Today’s travellers increasingly are looking to experience and explore the
uniqueness of the destination, its people, culture and customs. Communitybased tourism provides that added value while presenting new entrepreneurial
opportunities and sustainable livelihood options for Caribbean residents.”
Vanessa Ledesma-Berrios, CEO & Director General (Ag), Caribbean Hotel and Tourism Association
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3.2 Redefining the THREE S’s in Caribbean Tourism
The Caribbean has gained renown for its abundance of ‘Sun, Sea and Sand’, as the three pillars of the
regional tourism product. In seeking to redefine the three S’s of Caribbean tourism, three key priorities
have been identified, which are integral to the regional tourism development strategy as follows:

Social Inclusion

Sustainability

Smart Destinations

Members of the travel trade, who promote and sell the destinations, will be required
to develop inclusive partnerships at the global, regional, national and local levels,
built upon these principles and values (CTO, 2021).
The Three S’s indicate that tourism, as practiced for decades, had certain limitations for hosts as well
as guests and thus a regional strategy to reduce those limitations was needed.

Social Inclusion refers to the desire to expand the benefits of tourism, ensuring that all sectors
of society are included. There is growing recognition of the need for strategies to engage local
communities, marginalized and vulnerable groups (women, youth, differently abled) in the tourism
economy to increase their participation and benefits from tourism.

Sustainability is a recognition that the valuable natural and cultural assets on which tourism
depends must be preserved, and that tourism is practiced in a way that protects, celebrates and
honours the traditions and practices of local communities. For sustainability there must be Equality =
(equal access to business opportunities for women, men and youth) in the sector.

Smart Destinations

advocates for innovation and resilience to hazards linked to the
increasing need for technology adoption in tourism systems and service delivery. Key considerations
include the urgent need for digitization of the tourism product and experience. Equally important is
leveraging technology for seamless visitor engagement, information flows, risk management, business
continuity planning and effective health and safety management.

Social Inclusion: Women
CBT attractions are often part of the informal sector and entrepreneurs or ‘self-owned’ businesses,
tend not to hire any external employees but utilize family members, or those in the immediate
community to perform the services needed. ILO reports, that the informal sector of CBTEs/MSMEs
incorporates those who have chosen not to or who are unable find work in the formal sector.
Moreover, that women are heavily represented in these tourism economic sectors, such as small
hotels, restaurants, crafts, and self-owned entrepreneurial businesses. According to the report
women were more severely impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, and it is also noted that in the
informal sector, women lost jobs at a higher rate than did men. (ILO, April 2021).
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Previously, the Great Resignation was discussed, which was one of the most significant post pandemic
workplace trends – marked by persons (mostly women) who were either laid off, made redundant,
or left the tourism industry and refused to return after finding alternative opportunities. This has now
been compounded by the Great Exhaustion – a burnout phenomenon that is disproportionately
impacting women. Those who remained employed may have had the added duty of managing children
who were learning online during the pandemic and were tasked with the additional challenge of
home-schooling children. Reported by Prof. Sargent Business Link UNSW Business School, Australia.
In looking towards the future of CBT, community empowerment and engagement remain critical, and
there must be a concerted effort to reach/teach and include local (rural and indigenous) communities
in the business of tourism to move beyond the beach tourism model the Caribbean has long been
known for.

Social Inclusion: Youth
It will be important to identify the preferences and needs of the ‘Youth’ that are targeted to work in
the industry and to develop plans to meet those needs and preferences. It will also be important to
identify opportunities where youth have the potential to create value through technology and to
create career paths to assist them. Training the youth in technology to further promote CBT
attractions is the best use of their skills and knowledge. The pandemic has affected many young people
at a critical moment in their lives, disrupting their transition from school or university to work. This
has had implications for their prospects when the sector goes into decline.
The chart below provides the age scale demographics of persons today. Having an understanding of
the types of guests you want to reach, provides an insight into the age range of prospective guests
when marketing one’s product or service.

Age scale of Boomers, Gen X, Gen Y, Gen Z, and Gen Alpha
BABY BOOMERS
GENERATION X
GENERATION Y - Millennials
GENERATION Z
GENERATION ALPHA

Aged between 57-75
Aged between 41-56
Aged between 25-40
Aged between 9-24
Children born in 2012
Source: The Kassa Exchange | 07/06/2021
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3.3 Sustainability: Conservation and Use of Resources (Responsible use,
Management and Respect for Natural and Cultural Heritage Assets)
Case Study: ERIC - Environmental Research Institute Charlotteville, Tobago

ERIC provides integrated co-management and a mutually beneficial relationship between the coastal
communities and ecosystems of northeast Tobago.
The Environmental Research Institute Charlotteville (ERIC) Tobago is a registered, not-for-profit
organization with a vision of “sustainability for the people and ecosystems of North-East Tobago. The
Director and CEO of ERIC Mr. Aljoscha Wothke, recognizes the global significance of ridge to reef
Caribbean Island ecosystems, and ERIC is firmly placed within the community of Charlotteville Tobago
and has conservation, nature and sustainability at the cornerstone of its operations and development.
ERIC is an advocate of the ‘Blue Economy’ and
according to the definition of a representative
of the United Nations "comprises a range of
economic sectors and related policies that
together determine whether the use of ocean
resources is sustainable. To further manage the
many aspects of oceanic sustainability, ranging
from sustainable fisheries to ecosystem health
to preventing pollution…. And will require
collaboration across borders and sectors
through a variety of partnerships…..”
This not-for-profit organization has been in operation since 2014 and has established successful
linkages between those within the community and providing conservation projects and consultancy
to expeditions for educational and science students and experts worldwide. National and international
tourists engage in applied conservation-relevant activities guided by working ecologists and
community-based experts.
Due to the Pandemic, they closed some aspects of their business model, but it did not prevent them
from growing and recruited more staff to further assist with other business activities. They have a dive
school, which allows international students to participate in research activities and work with scientific
marine experts in the field. Persons normally stay for about a week and ERIC has the facilities to train
persons where necessary. All the suppliers and staff are either local to the area or based in Tobago.
They currently employ around 10 staff and provide all the necessary health and safety protocols as
required for the operations.
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Currently ERIC is installing a high tech ‘mooring field’ for Yacht Tourism. Once installed, it can minimize
sea floor and reef damage. The system being used is called Helix Mooring Anchors and it provides
secure anchoring whilst being cost-effective and provide environmentally sensitive solutions for boat
owners and marine professionals around the globe.
ERIC works within the community and do not charge surcharges or take commissions from local
suppliers. Persons who want to use the mooring must pay for mooring vessels on ERIC’s leased land.
Once collected the mooring fees are filtered back
into the community via the Police Youth Club to
help the elderly and vulnerable youth. This
conservation activity directly benefits the whole
community. The villagers of Charlotteville are also
provided with opportunities for training, to supply
professional services to the yachting fraternity.
Community members gain training, experience,
ownership and pride with livelihood options that
sustain their rich natural heritage. They are also
able to accommodate differently able visitors in
their various business activities.
For the Health and Safety operations, ERIC adopted the Government’s Occupational Health and Safety
Authority protocols and guidelines. They are also part of the Tobago Tourism Agency which is listed in
the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) Safe Travels Guide. As they have a dive school, they are
required to implement COVID-19 measures from the Professional Association of Diving Instructors
(PADI), but they also enforce their own regulations and have systems in place regarding incidences,
sanitization, log-books and testing of staff. With respect to Technology, ERIC has an active online
presence with comprehensive coverage on all the social media platforms.
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Sustainability Considerations
Opportunities exist for long-term planning in sustainable tourism development. CBTE/MSME
businesses need to create sustainability goals by monitoring and identifying areas where
improvements are needed in their operations, and where change is occurring for the future. In this
way, monitoring and management are presented as both interrelated and interdependent. Consider
the following Checklist.

QUESTIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
CONSIDERATIONS
•
•
•
•

How can one promote a positive, safe and clean environment?
How can one avoid risk perception and build back trust and confidence in the product?
Sustainable travel trends and consciousness has been amplified since COVID-19, how do we
meet those demands?
Has the pandemic allowed us to shift from Overtourism to quality tourism?
Overtourism – is an overuse of a particular activity, site or attraction in a country.

Question:
Do you know of a Site or
Attraction in your
Country/Community that
has suffered from
Overtourism?

Contributing to Cultural Heritage and the Preservation of Culture
Tourism can contribute to the maintenance of living and built cultural heritage by charging additional
revenue through entrance fees, encouraging donations from visitors/philanthropic payments, asking
for retired individuals with a particular expertise to give of their time to help develop the community,
or encouraging investment in heritage to attract tourists who pay an entrance fee. But it is not only
about financial resources. The interest of World Heritage visitors to local sites, remind communities
of the value of their built and living heritage and ensure that it is valued and conserved for future
generations. In addition, through the purchase of locally produced art and craft, tourists can make a
significant contribution to maintaining a thriving and developing culture from painting, wood carvings,
jewellery making to agriculture and food.

Environmental Conservation
Environmental Conservation and wildlife protection are all great benefits of CBT
The global threat of climate change and the urgent need to de-carbonise across all elements of travel
and tourism is a huge focus for the industry and features prominently in a range of travel companies’
sustainability strategies and activities.
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Once again, the sharing economy is changing the contours of the tourism sector. Companies such as
Tours by Locals and Airbnb Experiences facilitate the involvement of non-professionals in offering ecotourism tours, eco-conservation activities and travel philanthropy programs to support sustainability
ventures. This is likely to happen when the traveller can access trusted consumer reviews and
information online to support the purchase decision. Ecotourism and nature-based activities are most
often marketed under the Adventure Tourism niche. Generally, these activities involve greater risks
than other types of tourism and therefore there is need for specialized training in safety and first aid.
The Adventure Travel Trade Association (ATTA) notes that an adventure travel guide must:






have a tolerance for adversity and uncertainty.
possess a strong sense of self-awareness and be able to exercise sound judgment and
decision making
be aware of all safety and security elements to the activity in question
be highly flexible and have strong communication skills (sometimes involving multiple
languages)
be able to create memorable experiences that resonate with each guest individually even in
a large group setting

3.4 SMART Community-Based Tourism Destinations
Community-Based Tourism businesses combined with New Technology are adding more choices to
make Destinations Smart and Accessible for the new traveller! How can CBT businesses keep careful
tabs on their performance in all aspect of the tourism value chain? By optimising the use of
technology in this digitized age.
The internet has had a powerful impact on the tourism industry and has influenced how potential
guests search for and book vacation choices. The supply of tourism products and services has also
been impacted by the ‘internet-of-things’, with the advent of social media and ICT technologies
including virtual reality and augmented reality applications.

The Internet-of-Things can best be
described as the interconnection via the
internet of computing devices
embedded in everyday objects, enabling
them to send and receive data.

A guest’s first experience with any business will be a visit to their website. This includes looking at
pictures and reviews from past guests. Once at the location, the guest may want to pay for services
and to purchase goods etc., via Credit Card or ‘touch’ using their personal devices. Can this be done?
Providing basic e-commerce opportunities is key to keeping abreast of what guest demands entail.
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Tourism is a highly competitive industry. It is now vitally important that CBT entrepreneurs and
businesses that wish to remain current and maintain a share of tourism, effectively utilize digital
technologies to enhance their online advertising, and also make use of social media platforms,
blogs, and travel review sites to reach their target market. In addition, it is important to make
purchasing convenient for guests, especially when competitors are all doing the same thing .
Several countries have launched Extended
Stay and Work Programmes targeting
Digital Nomads. This was successfully
introduced
and
provided
many
opportunities for countries to gain
economic opportunities from visitors
working
remotely
throughout
the
pandemic.
The digital nomad lifestyle has been made
possible through several innovations,
including content management software,
cheap Internet access through WiFi,
smartphones,
and Voice-over-Internet
Protocol (VoIP) to contact clients and
employers. In addition, the growth of
the Gig Economy has also played a role.
(Investopedia.com)

DIGITAL NOMAD: a person who works
remotely, either full-time or part-time, while
traveling to new places

The 2020 economic crisis and lockdowns as
a result of the pandemic, caused an
increase in remote workers, some of whom
became digital nomads for the first time,
opting to move and work in new locations.
It is interesting to note that:



Myth Buster 1: Digital nomads are not necessarily only young people. The average age,
according to a survey in the US, is 35 years old.



Myth Buster 2: Digital nomads may also be families who work and study ‘on the road’.



Myth Buster 3: The US is the primary source market for the Caribbean and at least 50% of the
U.S workforce have been working remotely, as of April 2020.
Source: www.outsite.co/blog/outsite-survey-2020-the-state-of-remote-work

DIGITAL Nomad

GIG Economy

Digital nomads are people who are locationindependent and use technology to perform
their job, living a nomadic lifestyle. Digital
nomads work remotely, telecommuting rather
than being physically present at a fixed business
location or office, while engaging in remote work
using digital telecommunications technology.

The gig economy is based on flexible, temporary, or
freelance jobs, often involving connecting with
clients or customers through an online platform.
This is due to the rise in entrepreneurship, with many
persons opting for self-employment or part-time
work. Companies have also been hiring independent
contractors instead of full-time employees.
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Transportable mobile devices, smart phones and other ICTs have made both life and business more
efficient and inter-connected. These are powerful tools that can also be used for visitor engagement
and product and service delivery
CBTEs and MSMEs need to keep careful tabs on their performance, facilitating the use of technology
and SMART approaches at all levels to improve the visitor experience.
This may include:

Booking Applications

Better internet service provided in rural
districts to allow for locating sites using
georeferencing tools and GPS

Wi-Fi enabled Tour Buses
Virtual and augmented reality for tourism
– increase the potential for use in
marketing and promotional activities for all
CBTEs/MSMEs.

Free Wi-Fi Hotspots in all tourist corridors
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3.5 Technology for CBTE/MSME Businesses

Technology usage has exploded since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. ALL businesses
should prioritise optimal use of and better understanding of technology, to meet consumer demands.
Demonstrating the ability to apply technology in one’s business is future forward.
Many CBT businesses may argue that having such a dependency on technology is not a good thing,
especially when one is promoting the ‘getting away for it all’ concept. The belief is about celebrating
the natural untethered experience of what community-based tourism has to offer. However, it is
recommended that all employees of the CBTs will need to be skilled and comfortable in using
technology. This will create opportunities to add value to service experiences and will be an avenue
for staff who are able to work creatively with technology. It is the younger generation, who demand
constant connectivity and who are keen to influence businesses with the freedom and innovative ideas
that technology brings.
Over the past decade, several technological innovations and trends have emerged. Some of the more
popular are outlined in the table below.

2010-2019

2019-onwards

ICT ACCESS AND USE

MARKETING TOOLS

 Mobile broadband,
smartphones
website
development
social media
 Paid Wi-Fi
connectivity
 Internet
Broadband 5G
 Free Wi-Fi
connectivity in all
tourist corridors

 Destination &
tourism boards
websites, FB,
Airbnb, Flipkey,
Twitter,

 Instagram,
Website
management
tools, YouTube
 Linktree, Blogs &
Vlogs
 E-commerce
facilities

KEY GLOBAL
DEVELOPMENTS
 WhatsApp,
 Online booking
sites,
 Apps

 Google my
Business Page
 Geo-referencing,
navigational tools
and GPS
 Growth in
contactless
payment
systems/Low
touch
 Robots, chatbots
& automation
 Interface using
more Apps
 Artificial
intelligence
 Virtual and
Augmented
Reality Tours

Source: Community Based Tourism and ICT: Insights from Malaysia (adapted to present day)
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The possibilities for Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR/AR) in the travel and tourism are vast.
Augmented and Virtual Reality applications provide supplemental tourism experiences and
opportunities for interaction. AR can be used for Guided Tours, where one can use object recognition
to offer on-screen and/or audio information about places of interest, museums, galleries, landmarks
and historical facts. VR offers a simulated virtual experience that is more immersive and can add an
element of fun. VR-powered Glasses and Headsets can be used for simulated walking tours,
performances, for site visits with 360 views, and other activities. It makes one feel like they're
witnessing the experience in person, or part of the experience! The downside of these technologies is
that they can eliminate the need for a tour guide and the cost for the applications and equipment
needed can be prohibitive.
COVID-19 has forced less developed countries to adopt the mature technologies that have been
around for many years. Health, safety and hygiene factors along with technology, are now dominating
factors in future travel and with the new thrust to promote CBT development in the Caribbean, there
is a need for effective ICT tools that can enhance what is on offer.
Most tourism establishments must, always assess their technological capabilities and capacity across
all links in the tourism value chain to ensure they are operating optimally, and are not losing or failing
to attract visitors who have a high orientation towards technology. Technology is impacting the
behaviour of visitors and plays a role in satisfying the needs and wants of future travellers.
Skills required for tourism are broad, multi-faceted and constantly changing in response to the
changing demographics and preferences of tourists. The increased role being played by technology
across the tourism value chain can help speed up operations and increase efficiency.
The Digital Economy creates significant opportunities for individuals and establishments of all sizes,
formal or informal. It can supply educational needs to enhance and meet the ever-changing demands
of the sector locally, regionally and internationally. It can create an understanding of current and
anticipated demands of travellers, help to harness specific skills and knowledge of staff, and provide
opportunities for business expansion.

A QR code is a type of matrix barcode which is machine-readable optical label that can contain
information about the item to which it is attached.
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3.6 Managing in Times of Crisis
CTO’s Multi-Hazard Risk Management Guide provides a comprehensive framework to inform
Preparedness, Mitigation, Response and Recovery to Hazards, and provides practical guidelines to
reduce the vulnerability and increase the resilience of the tourism sector, which is another component
of ‘Smart Destinations’. Research has shown that one of the more detrimental effects of climate
variability and climate change is an increase in the frequency and severity of extreme weather events.
Hurricanes and other hazards, pose a significant risk to lives, livelihoods, property and real estate
investments, infrastructure and transport networks.
Preparedness actions are a key first step to mitigate and reduce the impacts of natural disasters. This
includes proper disaster management planning, mobilising emergency management committees,
reviewing and updating risk reduction and crisis communications plans. There is also need to ensure
protocols are in place for the shelter and/or evacuation of visitors and staff. Of equal importance is
developing contingency plans and engaging in business continuity planning, to guide the safe and
efficient resumption of business and tourism activity post-impact.
The table below highlights some of the potential hazards relevant to the Caribbean.

Key Hazards and Vulnerability of the Tourism Sector in the Region

“A commitment to Responsible Tourism development which takes into
account climate sensitivities, effective disaster risk reduction strategies
and managing the social, economic and environmental impacts of tourism,
as espoused in the principles of sustainable tourism development, are
essential for the growth and resilience of Tourism and by extension
Community-Based Tourism in the Caribbean.”
Amanda R. Charles, Sustainable Tourism Specialist, Caribbean Tourism Organization
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3.7 Conclusion: Review of Trends and Future Implications
The implications are that the shifts impacting travel and tourism will inform policy and shape the
future of tourism in the region over the next 20 years. These trends will continue to impact the choices
made by consumers, influence the strategic decisions by Caribbean Tourism players, and determine
some of the skills and knowledge needs for the future.
Know that consumers value technology but are uncomfortable with over-automation, which seeks to
replace guest interaction with intelligent bots. All persons who interface with visitors need to be
trained and equipped with the appropriate skills and knowledge on how to provide only positive
experiences to visitors and their internal guests/colleagues. There must be an understanding of
developments and trends in sustainability (social, economic and environmental), as well as the
revolving demand and focus on health and safety and finally meeting the needs of the women and
youth along the inter-generational continuum.

Health, Safety and Service will continue to be VERY IMPORTANT, and any future tourism/CBT
development plans must address Sustainability and prioritise enhancing Digital Literacy Skills.
New global initiatives include Responsible Travel’s goal to make every trip ‘nature positive’ by 2030.
This means working closely with destinations and CBTEs within those destinations, along with
accommodation and transport providers to ensure their business activities actively support the
protection of wildlife habitats, conservation of the environment, safeguarding of natural
and cultural assets, and leave the smallest carbon footprint possible.
Visitors want to partake in more meaningful trips and wish to be more benevolent with their time and
experience. Many visitors also want to contribute in tangible ways to the places they visit, by doing
something worthwhile to Give Back. This trend is expected to continue and CBT entrepreneurs can
engage in Travellers Philanthropy programs to benefit from the ‘good-will’ of visitors.
Ensuring that tourism is an enriching experience for visitors and hosts alike, demands strong,
sustainable tourism policies, practices, and the engagement of national, as well as local governments,
private sector companies, local communities and tourists alike.
The sector needs regulations and clear guidelines, but not ones that would curb growth. Rather,
regulations that ensure its sustainable management and holistic growth now and in the future.
Consideration should be given to:









Enhancing the Activities and Experiences offered to visitors
Diversifying the Tourism Products developed as well as the Source/Niche Markets targeted
Developing effective and integrated policies and procedures to manage visitors at sites
Implementing policies to reduce seasonality
Incentives for the private sector to invest in new services and products
Investments and policies to reduce energy and water consumption
Inclusive bottom-up strategies to address community needs, shortcomings and deficits
Optimising the use of technology along the tourism value chain

Visitors will continue to require more personal services so that they can avoid crowds even as they
gravitate to more authentic and unique local experiences. As such, community tourism destinations
and those who provide services in them, must be flexible enough to respond to changing market
demands, push and pull factors and visitor needs. Equally, and perhaps of the utmost importance is
to ensure that plans and protocols are in place to protect the region from future negative impacts to
health, safety and security.
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